Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission: "Currahee Part 9">>>>

Syrna says:
:: steps back and knocks on the door:: ~~~Jacob.... are you there? Your daughter sent me. Don't run...~~~ ::pulls the tricorder out of her satchel to scan the room::

Host K`Beth says:
::pulls her hood up and hunkers down in the alley out of sight. :: Self: At least it isn't raining. ::settles down for a long wait::

Hunter says:
::runs back into the area where the ship should be::

D`von says:
::stands behind Syrna, close to the far wall across from the door::

Syrna says:
::starts scanning to see the number and position of occupants in the room::

Sykora says:
::walks in to the building of the address they had gotten::

D`von says:
::sees Syrna using the tricorder, and mouths to her how many are in there::

Host Brett says:
Action (CMO): As you get close to the landing site, you hear voices speaking in Romulan ahead.  Getting a bit closer you see that a squad of soldiers is prowling about the empty clearing.

Hunter says:
::moves into deeper cover, being as careful as he can, watching out for loose branches and the like, and find cover in the trees::

Syrna says:
~~~OPS: Two.... one Romulan and one Tegedaaran~~~

Host Brett says:
Action (CO): After awhile, the Romulans in the area leave, only the guard at the gate remains and he is quite busy with Tegedaarans.

Syrna says:
::steps back as the Romulan approaches the door, pockets the tricorder::

Sykora says:
::makes her way up the steps quickly but cautiously::

Host Brett says:
Action(CO): As you get comfortable, a small figure enters the alleyway and begins looking around.

D`von says:
::checks to make sure his phaser is accessible just in case, also move away from the door::

Host K`Beth says:
::cautiously looks up and tries to edge further into the shadows::

Host Brett says:
Action (CSO / OPS): As the door opens cautiously, OPS hears someone approaching up the stairs behind him.

D`von says:
::turns to looks at who is come up the stairs::

Syrna says:
::looks intently at the door and the person opening it::

Sykora says:
::walks into the hallway to see OPS, CSO, and...::

Host Brett says:
<Figure> CO: (Whispered in the alley) Honored One?  It is I, from the Inn.  Are you here?  

Host Brett says:
Action (CSO): You see Jacob Tarrez, peer out of the crack opened in the door.  He looks quite frightened.  He is altered to look Romulan and speaks the language as well.

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> CSO: Yes?  Who...Who are you?

Syrna says:
Jacob: I am Syrna of Vulcan. I have come to rescue you.

Host K`Beth says:
::looks around and then comes from out of the shadows keeping her hood up:: Boy: Who are you looking for, boy?

Sykora says:
::walks next to the CSO:: Man: Father?

Host Brett says:
Action (CMO): A voice speaks quietly in your ear, the breath soft and smelling faintly of stawberries.

Host Brett says:
<Voice> CMO: Don't jump.

Hunter says:
:::tenses a bit, but does as the voice says, Turns his head so he can see what is behind him::

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> CSO: Aren't you a little short for Star Fleet Intellignce?

Syrna says:
::raises her eyebrow and then steps aside for his daughter to come into view::

D`von says:
::smiles at Jacob's remarks. Looks around for any signs of anyone else:: XO: We might want to move inside, and out of sight

Sykora says:
Jacob: We aren't with Star Fleet Intelligence

Host Brett says:
Action (CMO): You see Flynn, inches away, almost invisible in the dense brush.  He is clad in a green cloak that seems to shift and blend with the shadows and only his nose and eyes are visible.

Hunter says:
::Breaths a sigh of relief:: Flynn: ::Whispered:: Great googly moogly! Flynn you scared the ba-jeebies outta me

Host K`Beth says:
::waits silently and motionlessly for the boy to speak, keeping herself half hidden in the shadows::

Hunter says:
::Whispered:: Flynn:: You got one of them cloaks for me?

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: ::Rushes up to her, it is the boy from the inn.::  I have come from the Temple.  While I was there, delivering your message, another Honored One came to see the High Priest.  I believe it is he that you seek, according to the Priests.  I am to take you to him.

Host K`Beth says:
::looks at him for a moment and then pushes her head back:: Boy: Where is he?

D`von says:
::very nervous about them talking about SFI out in the open and wishes they would move inside the room:;

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> ::Looks past Syrna and sees Sykora.  His eyes narrow and then his face breaks into a huge smile and tears form in his eyes.  He rushes past Syrna and catches his daughter up in a hug.::

Sykora says:
::hugs him back tightly tears streaming down her face::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: Yes.  Can you put it on without making any noise?

Syrna says:
::hopes no one notices the smile, or the tears that begin to well in her own eyes::

D`von says:
::smiles slightly at the reunion. Looks over at Syrna and sees what could be tears but is hard to tell because of the lighting::

Hunter says:
Flynn: ::Whispered:::: Sure can,

Sykora says:
::steps back and looks around:: Jacob: They are right let's move this inside?

Host Brett says:
Action (House) : With the door opened, the party can see inside the small, comfortable room.  A Tegedaaran boy on teenage years, the one from the Apothecary, stands inside, obviously frightened.

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Slips Hunter a folded green cloak and watches the Romulans intently.  Hunter sees a loaded Crossbow held in Flynn's right hand.::

D`von says:
::sees the boy from the apothecary, and smiles.  Knowing how he must feel at this moment::

Syrna says:
::blinks back the tears, feeling both joy and sadness::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: Follow.  ::Walks down the alley, away from the gate and toward another street.::

Host K`Beth says:
::looks around and sees the guard at the gate busy with checking the Tegedaarans that are flowing through the gate.  Then turns and follows the boy::

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> ::Stands up, wipes his eyes::  All: Of course, come in.  Quickly.  ::Hastens inside holding Sykora by the arm.::

D`von says:
::walks inside the room and looks around::

Syrna says:
::quickly goes inside, a small sniffle escapes::

Sykora says:
::moves back inside:: Jacob: ::whispers:: Father we haven't much time.  We need to get going. ::hugs him again when they are all inside with the door closed::

Host Brett says:
Action (House) : The boy shrinks against the back wall, unsure of what to make of the situation.

D`von says:
::turns and looks at Syrna, he hands her a small cloth, and smiles at her::

Syrna says:
OPS: Must be some pollen.... ::takes the cloth, smiles softly at him:: Thank you.

Host K`Beth says:
::stops suddenly and looks at the boy as a thought occurs to her:: Boy: How did you know I was in here?

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> XO: Of course.  But...how?  Why?  ::Looks at her stomach, not quite concealed by the cloak she wears:: And I assume there is an explanation for this?  ::Smiles::

D`von says:
CSO: Yeah, that could be it ::looks at the boy against the wall, and remembers his own childhood on Bajor::

Hunter says:
::Slips soundlessly into the Chameleon Cloak::

Sykora says:
::smiles back:: Jacob: Yes there is and I will explain it all later, but time is not on our side.  ~~~Father who is the boy~~~

Hunter says:
Flynn:: ::Whispered:::: Hmmm Crossbow...Very nice...silent and deadly...but short range.

Syrna says:
~~~OPS: I will explain everything later... I do not have the words... perhaps we should meld....~~~ ::dries her eyes::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: ::Continues walking quickly but speaks over his shoulder::  You are fortunate Honored One.  One of the Acolytes of the Temple buys his fruit at the cart you overturned each morning.  Also, several of our students witnessed the chase through the streets.  None of this made sense until I arrived at the temple with your message.  The High Priest recognized your description and made the connection.  He is very wise.  ::Smiles::

D`von says:
::hears Syrna says she will explain later, then he hears the word meld and his face goes white::

Host K`Beth says:
::still wary but follows the boy:: Boy: How far away is he?

Syrna says:
::sees OPS expression, feels bad that he is uncomfortable with that idea:: ~~~OPS: Only if you want to.... and... later.~~~

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: True, but I am a lover, not a fighter.  ::Winks::  Kind of like Sykora actually.  Now come on, watch where you step and follow closely or you will lose me.  ::Moves away slowly through the trees, blending into the bushes.::

Hunter says:
::Follows behind Flynn, Everything from the the Starfleet SERE class coming back to him::

D`von says:
::smiles slightly at Syrna::

Host K`Beth says:
::keeps a wary eye out as she follows the boy::

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> ALL: Ah!  This is Hamish-Kat.  He works with me.  He is an orphan and has been my only true friend here.  Can we take him with us?

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: Not much farther.  A few more Brik-San.

D`von says:
:;wants to tell Jacob they will take all of his friends with them if they go back to the ship instead of staying her in the room::

Syrna says:
::is surprised, looks hesitantly at Sy::

Host K`Beth says:
::follows along still unsure exactly how far a Brik-San is::

Sykora says:
::looks at D'von and Syrna as she debates this sudden change in plans::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Moves soundlessly through the trees, his normal black boots replaced with soft, leather ones what make no sound.  After a hundred meters, he stands more upright and folds down the hood of his cloak and watches Hunter approach.::

D`von says:
XO: I am sure we can find room, in the ship and if we leave him here and they find out he helped a Fed they wont be very nice to him I am sure

Sykora says:
::makes up her mind quickly and with certainty::  Jacob: Of course... if he wishes to go? ::turns to look at the boy::

Hunter says:
::follows behind Flynn, carefully keeping an eye on him::

Host Brett says:
Action: (CO) : As You and the boy move through the streets, you spot a block ahead, two Romulan Soldiers standing in a doorway, facing away from you.  They are watching a building on the corner, another block ahead.

Host K`Beth says:
Boy: Does he know that I am coming? ::doesn't want to find that Jacob has left again or scare him off just when they are close once more::

Host Brett says:
<Hamish-Kat>: ::Looks uncertain::  Jacob: Uncle, what does this mean?  Where are we to go?  Can we trust these...people?

Host K`Beth says:
::stops and steps into a doorway.  Looks around for another way around. And then looks behind her to see if there are more Romulans::

D`von says:
XO: Ma'am I must insist that we try and make it back to the ship, as we already know that the CO and CMO are being watched, and by now Syrna and I could have a tail also

Host K`Beth says:
::nods as she listens to the boy and watches the Romulans.::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: No, he does not.  But he came to the temple to ask for help.  He said Honored Ones were searching for him and our temple has helped others to avoid capture in the past.  The High Priest deduced that all of you must be on the same side, and his faith told him it was an honorable one.  He told the man to await your coming at his home.

D`von says:
::wonders if the boy would really want to leave, he knew growing up that he never would have left during the occupation, he knew he was suppose to stay and fight::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: Pretty good doctor, for an honorable man.  ::Smiles::  Now, we run.  Quickly, the ship is through those trees.

Host K`Beth says:
::whispers:: Boy: Is that where it is? ::points to the other building that the Romulans are watching::

Hunter says:
Flynn:: thank you, ::grins back at him, Takes off and follows Flynn to the ship::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> ::Stops::  CO: Yes.  ::Looks worried.::

Host K`Beth says:
::puts her hand on his shoulder:: Boy: Do the Romulans know you?

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> Hamish-Kat: We can trust them Hamish, this is my daughter.  These people are my people.  They can take us away from the Honored Ones and to a place of safety.  You can begin a new life, free to pursue your art without fear.  ::Smiles::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: No.

Host Brett says:
Action (CMO): You run swiftly through the woods for another hundred meters, then arrive at the Delta Fox, sitting in a small clearing.  Quickly you and Flynn rush up the boarding ramp and he goes to the cockpit.

Host K`Beth says:
::smiles:: Boy: Good.  I want you to walk down the street past the house.  Don't even look at it.  Then I want you to see if there are any more of the 'Honored Ones' watching it.  Then return here quickly.

Hunter says:
Flynn: You need a hand with anything?

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: O.k.  ::Smiles and scampers off down the street to do her bidding.::

Hunter says:
::follows Flynn to the bridge::

Host Brett says:
<Hamish-Kat> Jacob: ::Smiles::  Then I would like to come.  I wish to see these worlds you spoke of, and to live free.  I have nothing here.

Host K`Beth says:
::watches the building and the Romulans closely and then carefully moves closer::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: Yes, actually, there is.  ::Arrives at the cockpit and plops into the pilot's chair.::  CMO: Sit at the engineer's console, that panel on your right should look somewhat familiar.  When give the word, do your thing.  ::Powers up the engines.::

Hunter says:
Flynn:: Roger! ::takes his seat at the console::

Syrna says:
::looks at them wondering how they'd hide a Tegedaaran in Fed space:: XO: We will have to inform the admiral of what we have done if we bring him back. Or do you have some other plan? I.... thought I would mention it.

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> ALL: Alright, ::Claps Hamish on the shoulder::  What do we do now?

Host Brett says:
Action (CO) ::The boy returns quickly and stops close by the CO while pretending to adjust his footwear.

Syrna says:
::wonders exactly the same thing::

Sykora says:
All: I will deal with it... Very well, let's get going.  I want us to leave this building together but I want to put a bit of distance between us.  Jacob, Hamish-Kat, and myself will leave first.  Then when we get a ways down the street Syrna and D'von can follow when they see that it is safe.

Host K`Beth says:
::pauses a few dozen meters from the Romulans and slips back into the shadows of a doorway:: Boy: How many?

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: There are these two here.  Two more on each side, but only one watching the door in the back.  We can slip around them using the alleys.  ::Smiles mischievously::

Syrna says:
::nods:: XO: Aye.

D`von says:
XO: Ma'am where are we to meet, when Syrna and I left the Delta Fox it was being chased

Sykora says:
::turns to the CSO and OPS::  CSO/OPS: Get out the city and Flynn will take care of the rest.  If something should happen to us, I am ordering you two to leave us here and leave the city.... Is that understood.

Host K`Beth says:
::grins:: Boy: Now that sounds like a plan.  Are you sure that the man is in there, I'd hate to waste a good sneak on an empty house.  ::winks::

Syrna says:
::nods::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: Shrugs::

D`von says:
XO: Ma'am, we didn't come all this way and risk our lives to leave anyone behind.  Ma'am I am sorry but since we are not on an official Starfleet mission and I never risk my life to just leave someone behind I will have to disobey that order

Host K`Beth says:
Boy: All right then...let's go.  If anything happens I want you to run to safety as fast as you can...do you understand?

Syrna says:
::looks at D'von surprised, but then stands with him in silent agreement::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> ::Runs off through the alleys, with the CO close behind::

Sykora says:
::shakes her head and reassures him as she tries to assure herself as well::  OPS: It would only be temporary I assure you.  Get out of the city and then the four of you can come back for us.

Sykora says:
::turns:: Jacob: Father is there a back door?

Host K`Beth says:
::keeps close to the boy::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Types in a few commands...and growls.  CMO: Terrific.  They're in a trap.  Contact Sykora and tell her that a transport inhibitor has been placed over their building.  The Romulans must know something's up.

D`von says:
::decides not to argue about this with the XO:: XO:  Let's just hope nothing happens and then we wont have to cross that bridge, ::gives the XO a reassuring smile::

Hunter says:
*Sykora*: Love, are you there?

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: And be quick.  No lovey stuff.  ::Winks::

Sykora says:
*CMO*: ::somewhat surprised::  Yes?  We found the package.

Hunter says:
*XO*:: Great, small snag though, it appears that our pickup has been...::searches for the right words:: Shielded

Host Brett says:
Action (CO): The boy leads you around the Romulan guards and up to the entrance to a small side-street.  A lone Romulan stands guard at the small door.

D`von says:
:: is glad to hear the CMO, and thinks things are looking there way::

D`von says:
::then hears the CMO's rely and frowns::  XO: What does he mean shielded?

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> ::Raises an eyebrow at the word "love"::

Syrna says:
All: Then we must hurry.

Host K`Beth says:
::stops out of sight and catches her breath, watching the guard:: Boy: Do you think you can distract him enough that he looks the other way?

Sykora says:
::searches for a moment on what he could mean and then understanding dawns:: *CMO*:  Understood.  Tell the fox that we will go to the alternate pick up.

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Yells so that the comm picks him up::  Oh bloody hell people, the jig is up.  Enough with this skullduggery speak!  There is a transport inhibitor over your building.  They know you're in there.

Syrna says:
::hears Flynn quickly pulls out her tricorder to see if anyone is coming::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: ::Quietly:: Sorry.  ::Smiles::

Sykora says:
::turns to Jacob:: Jacob: Father, quickly.... is there a back door?

Hunter says:
Flynn:: It’s ok, I’m not very good at this Spy game stuff....

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> XO: Umm, well, yes!  This way.  ::Quickly heads out the door, making sure she and Hamish are following.::

Sykora says:
::moves as quickly as she possibly can::

D`von says:
::takes his phaser out of his pocket and checks it one more time:: XO: I hope these work, we never really go the chance to test it, it lights up and everything ::tries to sound confident::

Syrna says:
::detects the transport inhibitor on the building, but no one is coming to their location yet....::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> CO: So you can hit him?  ::Grins::  Certainly.  ::Rushes off toward the guard.::

Sykora says:
::takes out her phaser as well and activates it.  Sees that it lights up and then conceals it in her cloak::

Syrna says:
XO: No one is approaching us yet, there may still be time.... quickly.....

D`von says:
::moves quickly with Syrna and the others::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: Well, you seem to have the knack for it.  I usually don't work with partners, but there is this little job I have been planning...Well, we'll talk later.  Let's boost.

Syrna says:
::follows along, tricorder in hand::

Hunter says:
Flynn:: ::chuckles:: Lead on Macduff!

Host Brett says:
Action (CO): The boy runs past the Romulan and trips.  He writhes on the ground nearby, crying in agony.  The guard turns toward him and, placing his weapon on the ground, stoops to help.

Host K`Beth says:
::quickly and quietly walks up behind the guard as the boy distracts him and grabs the guard’s head jerking it sideways quickly::

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> ::Leads the party down the stairs, checking at each landing, then out a small side door toward the back of the building.  He arrives at the outside rear door and pauses.::

Sykora says:
::nearly collides with him:: Jacob: What is wrong?

Syrna says:
::scans with the tricorder::

Host Brett says:
Action (CO): The guard's neck is snapped and he falls, silently to the ground.  The boy stares at the scene for a moment, unsure what to make of it.

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Lifts the ship up and out of the clearing, then speeds it off across the forest, branches rasping against the belly of the hull.::

Host K`Beth says:
::picks up the guards weapon and looks over as the door opens:: Boy: Thank you.  You've been a big help.  Now I want you to go home as fast as you can and don't say a word about this to anyone for a day.  Then tell the Priest.

Syrna says:
::detects a fading Romulan life sign, Klingon-Betazoid and a Tegedaaran:: XO: K’Beth is just outside. ::wonders how she got here::

Host Brett says:
<Boy> ::Nods dumbly then runs off::

D`von says:
::looks past Jacob, and hopes that his SFI instinct isn’t' saying they are all going to die::

Sykora says:
::nods to the CSO:: All: Ok let's go. ::exits the building::

Syrna says:
::follows everyone out::

Host Brett says:
<Jacob> ::Opens the door and walks outside, carefully.::

Host K`Beth says:
::turns back to the door and sees Jacob there.  Grins:: Jacob: You're a bit difficult to get in touch with. ::sees the XO and smiles::

Sykora says:
::smiles back:: CO: Let's high tail it out of this city so Flynn can come get us.

D`von says:
::didn't think he would ever be happy to see K'Beth, but well this planet has a way of changing one's prospective::

Host Brett says:
Action: Two Romulan soldiers appear at the end of the small alley.  They stop, see the party gathered there and their comrade on the ground.  They begin to pull their weapons off their shoulders.

Syrna says:
::still dumbfounded as to how the CO got here.... figures Sy may have followed the address::

Host Brett says:
<Soldier> ALL: Halt!  Stand where you are!  ::Fumbles with the rifle sling.::

D`von says:
::turns and sees the two Romulans and fires his phaser at one of them:: All: We should run!

Host K`Beth says:
::sees the guards and pushes everyone back towards the way she came:: All: Go....that way ::raises the rifle and fires at the two guards::

Syrna says:
::runs with D'von::

Sykora says:
::pulls her phaser:: Jacob: Run! ::fires her phaser::

Host Brett says:
Action: OPS' shot strikes one solder and he falls.  The other fires hastily, hitting a can and then dives for cover behind a lamp post.

Syrna says:
::runs with Jacob and the Tegedaaran::

Sykora says:
::runs making sure that her father is staying with her::

Host Brett says:
Action: The soldier scrambles for better cover, leaving his weapon in the street.  He is struck by phaser fire and lies still/

D`von says:
::turns and sees the other two are running away, and that the one Romulan fell to the ground, looks to see if the CO and XO are coming::

Host K`Beth says:
::turns and runs after the others watching for the two other guards::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Tegedaaran street erupts in noise as citizens scream and begin dashing too, and occasionally, fro.

D`von says:
::runs with the others::

Syrna says:
::hopes D'von gets away, takes a look over her shoulder to see he is also coming::

Sykora says:
::pulls her phaser into her cloak to blend in::

Host K`Beth says:
::calls out:: All: Get into the crowd!

D`von says:
::tucks his phaser out of sight and mixes with the crowd::

Host Brett says:
Action: s the group rushes through the streets, the other Romulans in the area give chase.  They begin firing, striking buildings, carts and civilians with equal frequency.  It appears they are using the stun setting on their weapons however.

Syrna says:
::pockets the tricorder, tries to find a door way where she can put on her Tegedaaran robe::

Sykora says:
*CMO*: We are under attack! ::Stays near her father::

Hunter says:
Flynn:: Can this thing go faster??!!!

D`von says:
::comes up next to Syrna:: CSO: The XO didn't happen to tell you of those alt coordinates did she?

Host K`Beth says:
::sees the CSO and OPS hesitate and runs up pushing them along:: CSO: Now isn't the time to change clothes, Lt....now is the time to run! ::turns and fires again at the guards::

D`von says:
::cracks a small laugh at the CO and also turns to fire::

Hunter says:
Flynn:: I’m registering small arms fire in the area of the team.

Host K`Beth says:
::runs after the others occasionally turning and firing at the guards:: All: Get to the gate as fast as you can.

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Concentrating on his controls as the city looms in the near distance::  CMO: Mind your panel doctor, this will be tricky.

Sykora says:
::starts to slow in weary but pushes herself::

Syrna says:
::pulls the robe from the satchel:: OPS: No. ::pulls the hood up and runs with him::

Hunter says:
Flynn: Just say the word. ::hands hover over the panel::

D`von says:
::runs with Syrna towards the gate, turns and fires back at the Romulans, and then looks for the others to see if they are coming::

Host Brett says:
Action: The party reaches the outer gate to the city.  The lone Guard there, attempting to dodge fleeing civilians, is easily dispatched by a phaser shot.

Syrna says:
::keeps running out of the city::

Sykora says:
::heads out of the city::

D`von says:
::follows everyone else out of the city, but drops his phaser at the gate on overload before taking off::

Host K`Beth says:
::follows the rest out of the gate and turns to see if they are still being pursued::

Host Brett says:
Action: As the party leaves the confines of the city and enters the clearer area outside its walls, the pursuing Romulans stop and take aim.  Their field of fire is much clearer.

Hunter says:
Flynn:: They're clear...shall I?

Host K`Beth says:
::sees the guards taking aim and fires at them:: All: Scatter off the road...to the sides!

Syrna says:
::hops off the road::

Host Brett says:
Action: A terrifically loud, howling roar envelopes the whole area as the Delta Fox appears overhead and hovers.  The Guards quickly begin firing at her.

Sykora says:
::pulls her father to the side::

D`von says:
::goes off the road::

Host K`Beth says:
::kneels and keeps firing at the guards squinting as Alice blows dust everywhere::

Syrna says:
::wonders how they are going to get into the ship::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: Go ahead.  ::Smiles as the hand weapons bounce off the armored hull.::

Hunter says:
::activates the Panel::

Sykora says:
::starts to feel a tingling sensation::

Host K`Beth says:
::mutters to herself:: Flynn: Now would be a good time to land, Dearheart. ::ducks and fires again::

Host Brett says:
Action: The XO, Jacob, the CO, and CSO shimmer as a green transporter catches them.  They soon disappear.

Host Brett says:
You appear in a richly appointed room about five meters square.  Thick, dark green carpet covers the floor, wood paneling lines the walls and several paintings adorn them.  The room is dimly lit.  You find yourselves on a four-person transporter with the pads arranged side by side.  The pads are placed in one corner of the room.

Sykora says:
All: Get off the pad now .

Hunter says:
Flynn:: Mind if I go see to them?

Host Brett says:
Action: The phaser explodes, destroying much of the area, and the Romulan Guards.  The ship rocks backward slightly and pieces of rock bounce off the windscreen.

Host K`Beth says:
::hops off the platform:: All: This is new. ::waits for the rest to materialize::

Syrna says:
::gets off the pad looking around the room:: All: Alyx!

D`von says:
::ducks in the ditch as he hears an explosion, ::

Host Brett says:
Action: Directly in front of you, across the room, is a single door.   In the corner of the room opposite the pads, next to the door, is a small alcove built out into the room with a dark plexi-glass window facing you, probably the operator's station.

Sykora says:
::staggers a bit as she steps off the pad and the ship is rocked.  Is caught by her father::

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> CMO: Go ahead.

Hunter says:
::stands and head back to the room::

Hunter says:
All:: Everyone ok?

Syrna says:
CMO: No... where's Alyx?

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Spins in his seat and activates the panel.::

Syrna says:
::shakes her head:: CMO: D'von? Where is he?

Sykora says:
*Flynn*: We are missing the OPS and a small Tegedaaran boy.

D`von says:
::looks up to see the guards and much of the wall is gone, and then makes a mental note to thank his contact for such good equipment.  It only took like 10 mins to overload, but it worked::

Host Brett says:
Action: OPS and Hamish-Kat are beamed aboard.

Sykora says:
::smiles as she sees them materialize:: *Flynn*: Never mind.  Let's hit the road.

Hunter says:
::Scans all of them in turn to make sure everything is in order::

Host Brett says:
Action: The small door in the room opens and a silhouette stands in it.  She looks distinctly Romulan.  A rich voice purrs:

D`von says:
::appears on the pad and sees everyone:: All: I was being to wonder if you forgot us ::smiles::

Host K`Beth says:
::sees OPS and the boy appear and looks towards the XO:: XO: You've been busy, I see. ::grins::

Host Brett says:
ALL: So, the Federation spies, brought to heel at last.  Her smile can be heard in her words.

Syrna says:
::is very relieved to see D'von, rushes to his side:: OPS: Alyx... ::then remembers, stops suddenly::

Sykora says:
::smiles at her father as she nods to the CO::  CO: More than you realize.

Host K`Beth says:
::whirls around when she sees the Romulan and brings her rifle up:: Romulan: Maybe...

Syrna says:
::turns to the woman::

D`von says:
::smiles at Syrna and then looks up at the women::

Hunter says:
::spins around::

Sykora says:
::reaches out quickly:: CO: No!   It is my mother.

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Turns the ship away from the city and heads for open space, executing a beautiful roll as he goes.  Thankfully artificial gravity keeps everyone from noticing.::

Host K`Beth says:
::looks at Sy and then lowers her rifle and looks at the Romulan and then back at the XO and then grins:: XO: Very busy.

Host Brett says:
Action: The Romulan woman, dressed in a Romulan naval uniform advances into the light and smiles.

Hunter says:
::moves over to scan Sy::

Host Brett says:
<Teral> Jacob: Hello my husband.

Sykora says:
::is two busy watching her parents to notice the CMO::

Syrna says:
::recognizes Serela, feels even more relieved::

D`von says:
XO: You know I am going to ask how you did a lot of this, especially that new tan of yours, but that can all wait until later

Host K`Beth says:
::slips out of the room and heads towards the cockpit.  Stands in the doorway and leans up against the door jamb looking at Flynn, the rifle slung across her back, her arms crossed::

Hunter says:
Sykora:: ::bangs the side of his tricorder:: Thing must be broken...it says you're a month closer to your due date

Sykora says:
::let's her parents have their moment and then joins them::  Parents: We have much to discuss. ::smiles::

Host Brett says:
Action: Teral and Jacob rush to each other's arms and cry together, encompassing Sykora at some point.

D`von says:
::smiles at the two, then turns and kisses Syrna::

Syrna says:
::feels a myriad of feelings of which words cannot fully describe... then is surprised by D'von, kisses him back::

Hunter says:
::Lets Sykora be with her parents and goes off to busy himself with his medical stuff::

Syrna says:
~~~OPS: What was that for?~~~ ::still surprised::

D`von says:
CSO: Just because I thought it was the right time

Host Brett says:
<Flynn> ::Sets course for open space, watching with amusement as the slow ships of the Romulan Empire, still powering up from only a few minutes before, begin to leave the dock.  Watches as a dimensional vortex opens at the nadir point of the planet and a small ship disappears into it.

Sykora says:
::turns around and smiles at the CMO before he leaves::  CMO: I will explain it later my luv.

Hunter says:
::turns back smiles::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Delta Fox, flying directly away from where it had just disappeared moments before, opens another vortex and vanishes into history.

Host K`Beth says:
::watches the vortex open and sees the stars fly by:: Flynn: Don't let this go to your head...but sometimes you amaze me..

Host K`Beth says:
::leans down and kisses him on the cheek::

Host Brett says:
<<<<End Mission>>>  Finally!


